Companies That Sponsored Career Pathing Internship Students During the 2014-15 Academic Year

Marketing (IMC, PR, brand management, communications)
- 5W Public Relations: Public Relations Intern
- Adidas FG: Public Relations Intern
- Adrienne Landau: Showroom Intern
- Agentry PR: Public Relations Intern
- alice + olivia: Marketing and Events Intern
- Alison Brod Public Relations: Intern
- Archetype Showroom: Public Relations Intern
- Atelier Creative Services: Marketing/Public Relations Intern
- Aura Merchandising, Ltd.: Intern
- Balenciaga America: Public Relations Intern
- Barney’s New York: Marketing Intern
- Beautiful Planning Marketing & PR: Junior Account Executive Intern
- Beautini by B.Lo: Wedding Public Relations
- Black Frame: (2) Public Relations Interns
- Bollare: Digital Communications Intern; Beauty/Lifestyle Intern; Public Relations Intern
- Bottega Venetta: Public Relations Intern
- BPMW Agency: Showroom Intern
- Burberry: Public Relations Intern
- Calvin Klein: Fashion Office Intern
- Carrie Hammer: Marketing Manager Intern
- Charm & Chain: Marketing Intern
- Citrin Cooperman: Marketing Intern
- Connor Communications: Administrative Assistant Intern
- Cooper & Ella: Public Relations/Social Media Intern
- Cosmopolitan Magazine: Fashion Closet Intern
- Creative Media Marketing: Social Media Intern
- D&E Marketing: Public Relations Intern
- Diane von Furstenberg: Social Media Intern
- Digital Arts Imaging: Marketing Intern
- Dyanne Belle: Marketing and Communications Assistant Intern
- Effective Immediately PR: Public Relations Intern
- EFG: Entertainment Fusion Group: Public Relations Intern
- Elie Tahari Ltd.: Public Relations Intern
- Ermenegildo Zegna Corp.: Intern
- Essential Homme Magazine: Fashion Intern
- Evins Communications, Ltd.: Digital Intern; Public Relations Intern
- Fashion Times Co: Intern
- FashionDecode: Social Media Intern
- Fox 5 News: Good Day New York Intern
Giuseppe Zanotti: Public Relations Intern
Gucci: VIP Relations Intern
Halston Heritage: Public Relations Intern
HGTV Magazine: Editorial Assistant
House of Horology: Brand Strategist Intern
Jhadley Jewelry: Creative Development Intern
June Jacobs Spa Collection: Marketing Intern
Karla Otto Inc.: Public Relations Intern
Kenneth Cole Productions: Intern
Krupp Group: Fashion Intern; Corporate Fashion Intern
Left Left Right Consulting: Public Relations Intern; Events Intern
Liberty Fashion + Lifestyle Fairs: Marketing Intern
Lividini & Co.: (3) Public Relations Interns
LUSH Cosmetics: Public Relations Intern
MAN of the WORLD: Intern
Marc Fisher Footwear: Public Relations Intern
Marie Claire: (2) Fashion Editorial Interns
Media People Inc.: Marketing Intern
Menaji Worldwide, LCC: Social Media Intern
Mishka NYC: Marketing & Promotions Intern
MODA Benefit: Marketing/Public Relations Intern
New York Post: Brand Activations and Events Intern
Nicole Miller: Public Relations Intern
Nike Inc.: Visual Athlete Marketing Intern
No Such Agency PR: Fashion Public Relations Intern
NYLON: Fashion Closet Intern
O, The Oprah Magazine: Marketing Intern
OVADIA & SONS: Intern
People’s Revolution: Public Relations Intern
Peter Som: PR/Business Intern
PRADA USA Corp.: Special Events Intern
Quintessentially Lifestyle: Sales and Marketing Intern
Red Light PR: Intern
RentQuest: Marketing Intern
RIME NYC: Marketing Intern
Riverstone Yoga: Market Research Intern
RMO Weatherly.com: Beauty Account Intern; Marketing Intern
ROCNATION: Marketing Intern
Rodale Inc.: Beauty Editorial Intern
Sachin + Babi: Sales/Marketing Intern
Scenterprises Ltd: Marketing/Public Relations Intern
Scoop NYC: (2) Marketing and Communications Interns
Scripps International Networks: International Marketing and Communications Intern
Stagnito Media: Marketing Associate Intern
Stella McCartney: Public Relations Intern
Studio II: Marketing Internship
Style Girlfriend: Editorial Intern
The Daily Front Row Inc.: Editorial Intern
The ONE Group: Marketing/Public Relations Manager
The Pop Bag: Intern
Thugpop Magazine: Fashion Intern
Tibi LLC: Public Relations Intern
UNOde50: Marketing Intern
VBH Luxury: Intern
Wetherly Fashion Group: Intern
Zac Posen: Public Relations Intern

Wholesale or Manufacturing (i.e., production, product development, sourcing, supply chain, the manufacturing of products)

ABS by Allen Schwartz: Wholesale Intern
Adidas America Inc.: Showroom Intern
Agent R.E.D. International: Wholesale Intern
Albea: Product Development Intern
alice + olivia: Sales Intern; Production Intern
Ana Khouri V Unique: Administrative Assistant/Wholesale Intern
Ann Taylor: Intern
Atrium: Buying Intern
BCBG Max Azria: (2) Wholesale Interns
Bijules NYC: Intern to Designer
Billionaire Boys Club & Ice Cream LLC: Intern
Butter Shoes: Sales Intern
Cactus Clothing: (2) Showroom Assistant Interns
Carole Inc.: Fashion Jewelry Sales/Showroom Intern
Casadei USA: Wholesale Intern
Christmas Northeast: Sales Intern
Commune Showroom: Sales/Showroom Assistant Intern
Cooper and Ella: Product Development/Sourcing/Production Intern
Elie Tahari Ltd.: Merchandising Intern
Elizabeth and James: Wholesale Intern
Ellery Homestyles: Product Development Intern
CSG Apparel: Administrative Assistant Intern
Cynthia Rowley: Intern
Diane von Furstenberg: Ready-To-Wear Intern; Sales Accessories Intern; Operations and Logistics Intern; Sales Intern
DKNY: Merchandising Intern; Retail Stores Intern
DMA Showroom: Chelsea Flower / Love Sam Intern
Elie Tahari Ltd.: Off Price- Product Development Intern
Emilio Pucci: Wholesale Intern; Buying Intern
Esquire Footwear: Showroom Intern
Esquire Footwear: Production and Showroom Intern
FAB/STARPOINT: Artisan House Intern
GALERIE DE POP: Wholesale Intern
GeoArt by Cynthia Gale: Sales Assistant Intern
Gianni Versace: Buying Intern
Giorgio Armani: Wholesale Intern
Gracious Home: (2) Buying Interns
Gucci: Buying Intern
Gucci: Wholesale Intern
HATCh Inc.: Sales Intern
Idiel Showroom: Showroom Intern
InMotion Clothing: Assistant Buyer Intern
J Rosen Showroom: Showroom Intern
J. McLaughlin: Merchandise Planning Intern
James Jeans: Showroom Assistant Intern
John Varvatos: Merchandising Intern
La Fiorentina: Intern
Lacoste: Wholesale Sales Intern
LANVIN: (2) Wholesale Interns
Leon Max Inc./Maxstudio.com: Merchandise Coordinator Intern
Luxury Labels Consignment & Boutique: Buying Intern
MANUELA New York Showroom: Showroom assistant Intern
Marc By Marc Jacobs: Accessory Production Intern
MARC JACOBS: International Sales Intern
Marc Jacobs International: Buying Intern; Men's RTW Intern – Sales; Wholesale Accessories
Sales Intern
Michael Kors: Men's Collection Intern; Accessory Design Intern; Accessories Product
Development Intern; Footwear Production Intern; Handbags Wholesale Intern
Michael Simon/Smitten NYC: Wholesale Intern
Objects Without Meaning: Wholesale department Intern
Oscar de la Renta: Sales Intern
Otte: Assistant Buying Intern
Outerstuff Ltd.: Design Intern
PAIGE: Showroom Sales Intern
Paul Stuart: Women's Buying/ Merchandising Intern
Promgirl, LLC: Merchandising Intern
Ralph Lauren: Buying and Planning Intern
Rebecca Taylor: Sales Intern
Schwartz & Benjamin: DVF Footwear Intern
Sergio Rossi: Buying/Wholesale Intern
Shoshanna: Intern
Stella McCartney: Wholesale Intern
The Moret Group: Intern
Torregrossa Fashions: Intern
tss- terry sahagen sales – east: Sales Assistant Intern (3)
Twenty Tee's: Wholesale Intern
VERA WANG: RTW Sales/Bridal Production Intern
Wave Atelier: Intern
WINK: Buying Intern

**Service Agencies (Advertising, Event Planning, Trend Forecasting, Styling, HR/Staffing, Design)**

BB Kings Blues Club: (2) Sales and Events Interns
BBDO Worldwide Taiwan: Summer Events Intern
Bleu Magazine: Junior Styling Intern
Calle Del Mar: Intern
Caravan Stylist Studio: (4) Styling Interns
Catfish Entertainment: Event Planning Intern
Claudia Hanlin’s Wedding Library: (2) Planning Interns
Cosmopolitan Latina: Intern
Cosmopolitan Magazine: (3) Styling Interns
CR Fashion Book: Styling Intern
David’s Soundview Catering: Events Support Intern
Edward Enninful: Styling Intern
Elle Magazine (2) Styling Interns
Fenton Models: Agent Assistant Intern
Fingerprint Communications: Events Intern
George Cortina Inc.: (2) Styling Interns
Jennifer Sutton: Executive Clubs and Events Assistant Intern
John Varvatos: Styling Intern
Katie Burnett Stylist: Styling Intern
Madewell: Styling Intern
Marie Claire: (2) Styling Interns
Michael Fisher: Styling Intern
Michelle Elaine Weddings: Intern
New York Post: Styling Intern
Niche Media LLC: Fashion Intern
NYC Snow Bus: Intern
NYLON: (2) Fashion Interns
PR Consulting: Events Intern
Randi Rahm: Intern
Scoozi Events: Special Events Intern
Ted Moudis Associates: Architecture Library Intern
The Dapifer: Publishing Intern
The Wedding Salon: Sales/Events Intern
The Wendy Williams Show: Wardrobe Assistant Intern
Tod’s: Intern
Tommy Hilfiger: Creative Services Intern
Tout Talent: Kids Talent Intern
Trunk Club: Member Experience Intern
Retail Trades (working in a store in management or operations)
adidas FG: Sales Showroom Assistant Intern
alice + olivia: Sales Intern
Banana Republic: Visual Intern
Barney's New York: (2) Sales Associate Interns
Bath and Body Works: Managerial Intern; Floor Set Lead Intern
BCBG Max Azria: Sales Generation/Clientele Manager Intern
Bebe: Supervisory Intern
Brides By Demetrios: Sales Consultant Intern
Cameron Art Museum: Museum Shop Assistant Intern
Charming Charlie: Jr. Visual Lead Intern
Christian Louboutin: Retail Operations Intern
Dean & Deluca: Managerial Intern
Dolce & Gabbana: Retail Operations Intern
Eva of Sayville: Buying and Merchandising Intern
FAB-fashion and beyond LLC: Buying Intern
Free People: Managerial Intern
Gentlemen's Corner: Managerial Intern
Greenleaf Pharmacy: Floor Manager Intern
GUESS? INC.: Co-Manager Intern; Assistant Manager Intern
Hanes Brands: Key Holder Intern
Intermix: Floor Coordinator Intern
Island Outfitters: Assistant to Business Manager Intern
Kleinfeld Bridal: (2) Consultant Assistant Intern
Liberty Fashion + Lifestyle Fairs: Production Intern
MARC JACOBS: Intern
Monkee's of Wilmington: Managerial Intern
My Beach Baby: Intern
Nordstrom: Management Intern
Papyrus: Key Holder Intern
Paul Smith: Intern
Paul Stuart: Intern
Sandro and Maje: Key Holder Intern
Saint Laurent: Visual Merchandising Intern
Scoop NYC: Visual merchandising Intern
Suite 1521: Luxury Multi-Brand Intern
The Wedding Library: (2) Bridesmaid Sales Coordinator Interns
Theory: Women's Sales Intern
UNIQLO USA, Inc.: Manager In Training Intern
Victoria's Secret: Brand Guide Intern
Victoria's Secret: Staffing and Operations Intern
Vince Camuto: Retail Management Intern

E-commerce, E-Tailing, Multi-Channel and Direct to Consumer
Ann Inc.: Product Management Intern
Another Garde: Buying & Editorial Intern
Cait's Closet: Intern
Charm and Chain: Ecommerce Intern
Editorialist: Fashion and E-commerce Intern
Editorialist: Fashion Intern
Elie Tahari Ltd.: Buying Intern
Gracious Home: E-Commerce Intern
Maggy London: Ecommerce Intern
Melissa Garcia Styling: Stylist Intern
NYLON: Nylon Shop Intern; (2) Customer Service Interns; Merchandise Coordinator Intern
PS Dept.: Fashion Merchandising/ Content Intern
Saks Fifth Avenue: Executive Excellence Intern
Scoop NYC: Buying Intern
Shoptiques.com: Public Relation and Marketing Intern
The Break Vintage: Intern
The Green Bride Guide: Merchandising Intern
Virtually Vegan: Executive Assistant Intern
Xr Jewelry: (2) Interns

**Operational (finance, logistics, business development, strategy, corporate social responsibility)**

Authentic Brands Group/Marley&Co: Strategy Intern
chamak by priya kakkar: Intern
CRP Royal Pines, LLC: Administrative Intern
dkny: DKNY International Development for the Asian Market Intern
House of Horology: Business Development Intern
John Varvatos: Intern
Kahn Lucas: Intern
Michael Kors: Intern
NOMADIC THREAD SOCIETY: CSR Intern
Punched in the Head Productions: Production Management Intern
The U.S. Fund for UNICEF: Special Events Intern
Verrier Handcrafted: Assistant with Operations Intern

**Other (non-profit, education, other)**

Ann Inc.: Intern
Century 21 Homefront: Real Estate Intern/Assistant
College Fashionista: Education Intern
J/Hadley Jewelry: Marketing, Operations, and Creative Development Intern
MODA Benefit: (2) Assistant Interns
MPIA: Marketing Intern
New England Fashion and Design Association: Public Relations Non-Profit Intern
Tribune Media: Advertising Sales Non-Profit Intern
Winklevoss Capital Management, LLC: Assistant Office Manager Intern